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While major studies on technical debt (TD) are on architecture and code of conventional software systems,
very few focus on TD in ML like Sculley et al.1,2 . Also,
there is a particular need to tackle TD in industrial ML
along its life cycle considering both the special nature of
ML systems (e.g., it is data-driven, non-deterministic, and
heavy-computation experimentation) and the restrictions
inherited in industrial context (e.g., domain constraints,
rare incidents, on-premise operation, and customer ownership of data). In an exploratory study conducted by
four researchers with backgrounds in software engineering, software architecture, data science, ML engineering,
and process automation. We interviewed 29 industrial experts who develop ML solutions for process automation
in industrial domains like chemical, oil refineries, paper
and pulp factories. We revealed various TD issues along
the ML life cycle and reviewed existing practical solutions to proactively minimize the ML-specific TD. Here,
we give pointers to some TD architectural solutions that
fall short to be applicable in process automation industry.
Data architectural solutions facing rare data and
contextual heterogeneity: Industrial applications have
increasingly large amount of devices and collected data
by sensors and controllers. Still, they suffer a severe class
imbalance for incidents representing expensive and undesirable situations (e.g., plant shutdowns, pump trips,
and safety interlocks). Also, industrial processes are contextually heterogeneous making it a real challenge for
data reuse and sharing solutions (e.g., data mesh, feature
stores, and API) adopted by big tech companies fueled
by ML (e.g., Netflix recommendation and Google search).
Continuous integration facing Operational Technology (OT) restrictions: While mainstream momentum shows interest in achieving speed and agility in ML

engineering (e.g., adopting MLOps), it is a hurdle to fit
the continuous model integration in the existing OT stack
(e.g., distributed control system, remote terminal units,
and their HMI), the conservative release process, and the
need for domain experts’ validation for the solution.
Release patterns facing sufficient feedback: Using reliable patterns, like canary releases or A/B testing,
in continuous delivery for ML (CD4ML) has an obstacle
of rare feedback on deployed industrial ML. Anomalies
come rarely, take too long to happen, spread across various operational systems, and get delayed labels (e.g.,
predicted pump failure comes available only after disassembly, transport to operation workshop and inspection).
Also, in many industrial use cases ML models are not
generalizable and the patterns’ advantage of eliminating
downtime or disruptions for many end-users are limited.
Data management facing data access: Adopting
data management platforms and DataOps has a stretched
challenge in industry represented in data ownership and
the need for trust-serving design and protocols to share
data between producers (e.g., chemical plant) and consumers (e.g., ML-based automation solution provider).
Adaptive ML facing industrial constraints: Quality degradation in industrial ML due to data drift has
significant impact on environment and production. This
imposes the need for conservative design of adaptation
criteria and thresholds. For example, adapting data collection frequency should consider not only the ML application concerns (e.g., responses time or precision), but
also industrial constraints (e.g., time to change tank temperature) and infrastructure restrictions (e.g., IIoT computational power). This requires a maturity level in continuous monitoring and feedback for ML in production,
which does not apply to many industrial cases.
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